All Heart disease
leaves behind

damaged
Heart Muscle.

Evaluate the damage TODAY.
Keep HEART FAILURE away

Heart Failure Creeps Up On Us.

Heart Failure Signals
nothing is too small

Are you sure you are not at risk?
With heart disease affecting most households, the chances are either you or a loved
one has had one of the following experiences: survived a heart attack, had a
successful heart valve repair, a timely intervention for plaque buildup in arteries or
an ‘all clear’ at a check up for irregular heart beats.
You relax, reassured that all threats have been taken care of. But what about the
silent damage to the heart muscle unfolding inside a result of the above illnessess.
This could turn into Heart Failure tomorrow!
Are you sure there are no developments there?



* Constant tiredness without valid reason
* Getting breathless with normal activity
* Unusual swelling of feet, hips or abdomen
* Increase in BP, Diabetes or Cholesterol
* Difficulty in lying down flat

Life saving ECMO

Silent progression
We do not always feel the effects of damage initially
as the heart muscle remodels itself and copes with
our demands. However, when the remodelling
continues indefinitely, it leads to Heart Failure as
the damaged muscle does not pump blood as it
should. This damage, if it happens, is permanent
and cannot be reversed. Without timely treatment, it

will affect other organ systems and reduce your quality
of life.
Getting yourself evaluated by an expert team of
cardiologists who specialise in Heart Failure and
taking the necessary precautions or treatments gives
you the best chance to stay on top of the slide.
Advanced Cardiac PET CT

Advanced CATHLAB & Electrophysiology Lab

What causes reduced pumping by the Heart muscle?
Disorders that affect the heart could be direct or indirect, resulting in the
overworking or undernourishment of the muscle. Over time the muscle gets
damaged, reducing its pumping capacity.
The causes could be any of the following:
1 Heart attacks leave heart muscles partly damaged, forcing the remaining muscles to work

harder
2 Plaque build up narrows blood vessels in the heart, reduces oxygen & nutrients reaching it
(Coronary Artery Disease)

3 Increased pressure within blood vessels in the heart forces the muscle to pump harder
4 Damage in heart valves leads to blood leaks or fluid buildup and an overworked heart
5 Thickening of heart muscle and viral infections weaken & damage the heart (Cardiomyopathy)
6 Excessive alcohol or drugs can have toxic effects on the heart (Cardiomyopathy)
7 Reduced pumping can also be caused by existence of other conditions such as:
* Arrhythmia or abnormal heart rhythms * Obesity or overweight
* An overactive thyroid gland * Lung disease * Anaemia or reduced haemoglobin

State-of-the-art Operating Theatre

Advantage MIOT
There are many causes for Heart Failure and they
differ from one patient to another. Depending on
the cause, the effects can vary, leaving each
patient at a different stage of muscle damage.
MIOT's multidisciplinary team of cardiologists,
electrophysiologists and cardiac surgeons who
specialise in Heart Failure pool their diverse
experience to accurately identify, evaluate and
stage these variations. Their combined expertise
and access to the most advanced therapies allows
them to match the RIGHT Treatment to the
RIGHT Patient at the RIGHT stage, without delay.
They are aided greatly by MIOT's experienced
team of Imaging & Lab Technologists, world class

Diagnostic systems & Treatment facilities.
Together with highly trained Nursing teams,
Physiotherapists & Nutritionists they consistently
restore our patients from across the world to a
better quality of life- whether it is a special
relationship or much-missed work, a favourite
destination or a night of uninterrupted sleep!
99.9 % bacteria free, dedicated ICUs
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TREATMENTS
We aim to
minimise or replace invasive procedures wherever
possible and reduce medication. This keeps
patients painfree and comfortable, reduces
hospital stays and helps them return to
independant,productive lives.

2

MIOT offers the entire range of treatments
for every stage- Customized medical
therapies, surgical treatments, insertion of
implants or devices & heart transplantation.

1 CorrectiveTreatments
(Keyhole & Open surgeries)

 PCI - Angioplasty with stenting
 CABG - Coronary Artery Bypass
Grafting  CABG with Ventricular
Remodelling Surgery

Valve Repairs

Patient centric approach from Day 1.

Cardiac Care Team

 CABG with Mitral Valve repair
 CABG with AVR (Aortic Valve Replacement)
TAVI (Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation)
 Balloon Valvuloplasty
 Mitral Clip insertion

Implants, Devices& Therapies

Highly skilled Specialists insert and
programme small devices within the heart:
 To monitor & make corrections
automatically in dangerous Arrhythmias
(Treatments: AICD, Pace maker)
 To synchronise irregular pumping &
contracting of damaged walls
(Treatments: CRT, CRT-D)
 Ventricular devices: LVAD, RVAD

Blood vessel interventions

The dedicated Heart Failure Department is part of
MIOT International, founded 17 years ago.

Supportive Treatments

3

Heart Transplant

The way forward

In this definitive treatment for Heart
failure, post transplant infection remains
the main hindrance. Our Heart Transplant specialists are aided by MIOT’s
99.9% infection free treatment and
recovery environments which help
patients recover faster and without
complications.

All Heart disease
leaves behind

damaged
Heart Muscle.

return patients
to a better quality of life

Heart muscle damage, if untreated goes through
many stages before ending in Heart Failure. Our goal
is to prevent or stop the slide to Heart Failure
through customised Plans. Patients & their
caregivers are involved in the treatment process
from the start as lifestyle changes are essential for
effective treatment.

Evaluate the damage TODAY.
Keep HEART FAILURE away
MIOT HOSPITALS 4/112, Mount Poonamalle Road, Manapakkam, Chennai - 600 089.
Tel: 044 4200 2288 Email: chief@miothospitals.com www.miotinternational.com
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